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l i b r a r y : Episcopal Church's St. Michael's
OCT 251963 \
Will Be Cluster College For 1965
I

*

OF THE PACIFIC f

St. Michael's Episcopal College, to be the only Episcopal college
west of the Mississippi River, will be the next cluster college project
at Pacific, UOP President Robert E. Burns has announced.
"After two years of planning and discussion, this joint project
introduces a most productive association in the interest of strengthen
ing our church-related program of higher education," said President
Burns of the plan.

Vol. 62, No. 8

The Right Reverend Russell S. Hubbard, Bishop of Spokane,
President of the Province of the
Pacific of the Episcopal Church,
will be the Chairman of the
Board for the new St. Michael's
College. Bishop Hubbard sees
a "need for improved quality"
in education, and also a need
"for return to smaller schools
Football versus forensics was the argument brought up before the PSA Senate last week by Senator of higher education—institutions
where close student-faculty rela
Dan Wolfe, as the members considered the adoption of the budget for the school year.
tionships stimulate the minds and
The support of the football and debate teams caused the suspension of $5675 from the overall
budget until a decision can be made by a joint meeting of the PSA President's Committee and the help build the character of our
young men and women."
Executive Council.
^
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AndersonYOct.ts Footbal1 Vs' Forens'cs Discussed
Campus invited
'ssue Causes $5675 Suspension
Mr. Albert J. Lema, chairman
[of the Communist Party of
northern California, will speak at
the Anderson "Y" Monday,
Oct. 28, at 3:00 p.m. to initiate
the "Y" series "Speaking Out."
The object of this series (which
constitutes a semester of weekly
Speakers, panels, and informal
chats) is to investigate the probem of freedoms in America, es
pecially that of freedom of
speech.
Craig Hathaway, president of
:he "Y," feels that all of our beiefs — religious, political, and
ocial — can be strengthened,
lot weakened, by questioning and
>y acquainting ourselves with
jpposing viewpoints.

Last fall, Mr. William Mandel,
ommunist sympathizer, spoke
in Russian history in the "Y"
leries "American Foreign Policy
n a Revolutionary World." His
iresence, not his speech, provok
ed severe criticism not only from
dr. Emmett E. Ward, publisher
>f Stockton's Pathfinder-Union
>ut also from John Hanson, then
editor of Pacific Weekly. Craig
fdathaway's article of support was
tot printed.

By Senate
From Budget

"Debate is a national drawing card for the University. Since the school is benefitting from the
success of the forensics program, the entire school should help support it monetarily, just as it sup
ports the athletics program," stated A1 Watson, substituting for PSA treasurer Bob Cleary.
PROPOSAL MADE
In an effort to acquire financial
support of the forensics program from the administration and
alumni as well as the PSA, Sena
tor Wolfe proposed that $16,000
designated in the PSA budget for
the support of the athletics pro
gram be withdrawn. In this way
Waiting . . . waiting . . . wait he hoped to alleviate the PSA
A discussion of the Negro re
ing . . . Lender the student-direc of the full financial
burden of
volt, the results of CORE ne
tion of Kip Olney, Pacific drama
the forensics team, and receive
gotiations with the local Cocastudents will present "Waiting support from the administration
Cola Bottling Plant, and a de
For Godot," a tragicomedy by and alumni proportional to the
mand for a Mayor's Civil Rights
Samuel Beckett, in the Studio amount spent on athletics.
Commission will be presented at
Theater October 28, 29, and 30.
Dean Betz pointed out the im a CORE mass meeting open to
"Godot" will be the second in a possibility of such a plan since "both Negroes and Caucasions"
tomorrow night, 8 p.m. at the
series of student-directed presen
the PSA is committeed by con Ebenezer AME Methodist
tations.
tract to the Executive Council to Church.
The cast includes: Tom Black give at least $15,200 to the ath
Featured author and lecturer
burn, Judd Darden, John Apgar,
letics program. This figure
rep Louis Lomax will speak from his
Dick Sparks, and John Hanson.
resents $4.00 per student per se experience as the first
member
Curtain time is at 8 p.m. Tic mester taken from the PSA card of his race to appear on tele
kets are available at the door for funds.
vision as a newsman, and recipi
(Continued on Page 8)
$.50.
ent of the Saturday Review Anisfield-Wolf
award for his book,
"The Reluctant African."

Student Dramatists
To Present 'Godot'

The Big Rush To Meet The Big Men

A week of IFC rust will climax this afternoon at four o'clock when fraternity rushees pick up their
Is f°r membership at the office of Dean Gordon Zimmerman. Rush week consisted of open houses at
tlVe fraternities on Thursday, October 17, and rush dinners every night this week, starting with Phi
JPpa Tau on Monday evening; Phi Sigma Kappa, Tuesday; Delta Upsilon, Wednesday; and Alpha
*PPa Lambda, Thursday. Preference was from eight a.m. to noon today. The fraternities will have
rmal open houses after bidding today.

CORE Schedules
Local Open Meet

Concerning hiring of Negroes,
CORE will present the facts con
nected with the local Coca-Cola
plant. According to CORE, the
(Continued on Page 6)

St. Michael's College, planned
to be completed in 1965, will be
an autonomus, four-year, liberal
arts, coeducational college, in the
University of the Pacific but gov
erned by a rector and its own
Board of Trustees. It will offer
a full undergraduate curriculum
leading to the Bachelor of Arts
degree . As in Pacific's other
cluster college, Raymond College,
the student-faculty ratio for St.
Michael's will be 15-1.
UOP will provide the site for
St. Michael's College which will
be located on the recently pur
chased land across the Calaveras
River. The new cluster college
will have the use of University
laboratories, library, a t h l e t i c
fields and infirmary. According to
The Reverend James P. Shaw,
chairman of the development
program for St. Michael's, only
two million dollars is needed in
itially to establish the CollegeFunds for construction will come
from individual donors.
Evaluating the advantage of
another cluster college so near,
President Burns said, "The pre
sence of another group which
is trying to preserve a certain
identity within its group will cre
ate a cross-fertilization of ideas
which will be valuable."

Betz Promises Student Union
When Money And Spirit Raised
"We will have a Student Union when the students raise enough
money and when they are interested enough to really promote the
venture", stated Edward S. Betz, Pacific's dean of students.
"The chances of building a completely new Student Union build
ing in the next few years are quite remote," Dean Betz went on, say
ing that an enlargement or remodeling of the End Zone and its
building could be done, of the finances
are accumulated.
•—
Dean Betz related that around
1947 or so, the students had
enough money to build some

New Study Space
In Martin Library

During the next two weeks, the
California History room will be
open for study from 7 to 10 p.m.
under the supervision of a mem
ber of the Blue Key.
It is the opinion of Mr. Arthur
Swan, the head librarian, and
George Corson, president of the
Blue Key, that the library is es
pecially overcrowded during mid
terms, and this provision for
extra space will alleviate the
problem. No professional library
staff will be needed, as a member
of the Blue Key will be present
to supervise.

offices. Donors put up the money
to build some offices the End
Zone and, the bookstore, and
the barbershop, receiving in re
turn: the use of the building for
a number of years. These can
be bought out, with the necessary
capital, as was the book store
some years ago.
Such facilities as the coffee
shop, bookstore, and barbershop
are an integral part of a Student
Union, and all of Pacific's din
ing facilities are related to the
living groups. "Therefore,"
stated the Dean of Students, "if
(Continued on Page 6)
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Editorial

ROVING REPORTER

A Cappella Appreciated?

UOP Atmosphere
Conducive To Study

"It is doubtful whether any student organization in
America has received the warm praise of discriminating
critics to the extent of the A Cappella Choir of the College
of the Pacific."
—Eureka Times, April 15, 1931
How many people on the Pacific campus realize, in the
flurry of football and cluster college expansion, that their
A Cappella choir was the first to be created west of the
Rockies in 1916 and is today the first and most famous
ancestor of every such choir in the western United States?
How many know that it has been hailed for over 40 years
as one of the finest choral organizations on the Coast and
has appeared on national radio and television?
It seems that not many do; and if so, perhaps this is
the time to do a little backtracking.
Charles Dennis, the choir's creator and director from
1916 to 1934, took his singers on tours as early as 1924,
winning such critical acclaim as "doing for the West Coast
what the Choral Arts Society of Boston and the Harvard
Glee Club are doing i nthe East." (Reprinted in the Ukiah
Dispatch Democrat, 1927.)
By 1934, when J. Russell Bodley became director, cam
pus and community publicity gave the choir enthusiastic
support, while radio and expanded tours were bringing the
group's "perfectionist performances" to ever-increasing audi
ences. "Now," the Stockton Record said in 1941, "with
scores of similar groups in the field, the Pacific choir remains
the first in sheer performance quality."
The choir springboarded to national acclaim in 1939
after receiving an unprecedented 3-minute ovation at the
Long Beach convention of the California-Western Music
Educators' Conference; invited back to conventions in 1940,
'46, and '48, the ensemble was repeatedly praised for its
depth, tonal warmth, and precision. Clifford Gessler, speak
ing after the 1948 concert in the Mormon Tabernacle, called
it "one of the finest exhibitions of pure A Cappella singing
I have ever heard."
The spring of 1962 found the choir braving the snow
and rain of the Northwest to sing its first Canadian concert
in Victoria, B.C. March 27. Heading back to Seattle the
morning of March 28, choir members read Bert Binney's
review in the Victoria Daily Colonist:
"The UOP choir was profoundly stirring . . . their
tonal blends, dynamics and exceptional sensitivity make
every sound a separate and warm pleasure."
Thus, Pacific's choir continues to make history for a
campus and community which is perhaps scarcely aware of
the group's efforts. Perhaps some disinterest is to be ex
pected, but it will indeed be a tragedy if such an organization
is taken for granted to the extent that its members lose
sight not only of their responsibility to a distinguished past
but of the choir's future as well.
—Marilyn Mayer

Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor:
At the present time there are
quite a few rumors in reference
to the Homecoming Rally cheer
leader skit on October 11, 1963.
Enclosed is an explanation of
what happened.
A drama major composed the
script for this skit and it was re
hearsed previous to the evening
of October 11. This skit was
delivered in good faith. The
cheerleaders wanted to be dif

ferent and more liberal this year
than past years.
It was felt the skit was in good
taste looking at it from the idea
that we were putting on a satire
of four types of audiences we
didn't want to see. We were try
ing to be as realisticc as possible.
Taking our cue from lines used
in previous Pacific Playbox and
Studio Theater productions,
Broadway plays, assigned Pacific

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

QUESTION: "Is the atmos
phere at UOP conductive to
studying?"
Chris Petersen, Sr., Business
Yes, at least
in my fraternity.
Since I moved
into Phi Sig, my
grade point has
consistently been
.6 or .7 higher
than w h e n I
lived in the dorm.
Kathiann Miller, Jr., Sociology
I think it is
m i s l e a d i n g
to talk about
a single "atmos
phere.''
E a c h
student has the
opportunity
to
choose between
or take part in both atmospheres
which are conductive to studying
or which are conductive to "so
cializing." Any students who is
interested can, I believe, find
a
surplus of activities — speakers,
books, clubs, and discussion
groups — which are in my exper
ience, also good.
Sven Pretorious, Sr., Chemistry
Yes. In my
opinion t h e r e
seems to be a
lack of open ac
tivities in which
the student can
participate. Al
though there are
many clubs on campus, most, if
not all, of them seem to have
very little drawing power and
small, inconclusive activities.
Lee Voye, Frosh, Undecided
I don't see
how the atmos
phere has much
to do with a stu
dent's
compul
sion to study. It
is up to the stu
dent to decide
whether he will study or not, no
matter what the "atmosphere" or
general assent is.

\<? TH' MOMENT TO ASK ffiM TO
'—I
WOETHAL
HIM"IfiATglf AftXITTb SC&O?-ITT NEXT CO*

Bob Huber Penalized By UOP Social Court
Bob Huber, Pacific yell leader
who was accused of "conduct

tions which are accepted or
quired of Pacific students.

prejudicial to the Associated Stu
dents" on the evening of October
11, 1963, for "use of profane
language in the presence of Asso
ciated Students, faculty, and
guests" was found guilty by the
social court. He was placed on
citizenship probation until the
end of the fall semester, and has
had car privileges suspended for
the same length of time.

The defendant stated that
was definitely willing to t
total responsibility for his c
actions and said that he was

MEMBER AMERICAN
GEM SOCIETY

These four C's
determine diamond valueColor, Cutting, Clarity and
Carat-weight. But at our store
there is a fifth "C" that is most
important of all: Confidence.
Make your jewelry purchase
here, confident that our expert
evaluation and friendly, frank
advice will assure you a life
time of pride in your purchase.
One more assurance of your
satisfaction is our membership
in the AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY.

Raymond High Table
Offers Rev. Crowther
The seventh High Table of the

Published on Friday of every 5-day academic week during the college
year by the Pacific Student Association.
Entered as second class matter October 24, 1924 at the Post Office,
Stockton, California under the act of March 3, 1879.
Editor-in-chief
Business manager
Advertising manager
Advisor
—

Sharon Alexander
John Ball
Ernie Segale
Paul T. McCalib

Raymond College

High Table presentations are
Wednesday at 7:45. All students
are invited to attend.

2363 PACIFIC AVENUE
Telephone HO 6-4388

of diamond value

(Continued on Page 7)

will feature the Rev. C. E. Crow
ther. Rev. Crowther is the Sen
ior Episcopal Chaplain at the
University of California, Los
Angeles.
His subject is "The
Responsibility of Privilege."

0 0 0 0 0
Records at Low Lov
Everyday Prices

The defendent pleaded "Not
Guilty" on the grounds that what
he said was part of an unwritten
script composed by a drama
major. He cited several examples
of obscene language used in
books and Pacific stage produc-

Sandra Moon, Jr., French
T h e atmos
phere conducive
to study cannot
be institutional
ized. The stu
dent's ability to
create his own
a t m o s p h e r e
is indicative of his maturity.
Many physical things may aid
or hinder the "study situation."
However, a genuine desire for
knowledge is not contingent upon
external forces for its gratifica
tion.

fall term of
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Living Qroups In The News

What Is Pledging?
Views From Gold

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

PHI KAPPA TAU

pledges will be trick-or-treat• g for UNICEF on Hallowe'en.

The Belle Function will be
held in the Gold Room at 2:30
p.m. tomorrow. Archania's Belle,
selected from the fall pledge
class of the sororities, will be pre
sented.
Pledge Installation will be in
the Chapel on Sunday at 8:00.
Phi Taus will usher at the
Peter, Paul, and Mary show.

GAMMA PHI BETTA
This Sunday the fall retreat
and £ke scholarship dinner will
ye held.
Those girls having
high grade points, based on last
semester's grades, will be served
steak; those having average
grades will have hamburger, and
those with low grades will have
beans.

DELTA GAMMA
On Wednesday pledges will
provide entertainment for the ex
change with Phi Tau.
The Delta Gamma Problem
Secretary for California will be
entertained by the house from
Wednesday through Friday.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
This Sunday, from 2-4, the
Housemother's Tea will be held
at the house. All students are
invited to attend.

Page Three

COVELL HALL
Covell will host a dress dinner
dance on October 31. Tomorrow
night will be a dorm movie,
"That Touch of Mink.''

McCONCHIE HALL
Yesterday was formal installa
tion of officers

QUAD E
An exchange was held with
Tri-Delta on the 23rd of Octo
ber.

WEST HALL
There will be a party for all
those who worked on the float.

In answer to the question
"What Is Pledging?", Sanford
Gold, president of the Inter Fra
ternity Council, answered that
"Pledging is the act of indoctri
nating each perspective member
into the customs, traditions, and
so forth, of the fraternity he
wants to enter."
Gold also said that the frater
nities use this pledging period as
a six week test of a pledge's "real
desires.'' By this he means it is
found if a pledge is willing to
"really dig in and work."
Pledging also gives the pledges
a unity, so necessary in fraterni
ties. "If the pledges can work
together as a small group, this
will help them to do the same in
the larger group: the fraternity.
The pledge also finds
out for
himself if he really wants to en
ter a fraternity, because some
times he doesn't, or he can't, and
then depledging is the case."

Administrator of the Week, Dr. Samuel Meyer, takes on duties
ranging from public relation to curriculum as part of his job as
Academic Vice President.

Dr. Samuel Meyer Holds Responsible
Position As Academic Vice President
"In an institution of higher learning, the central focus must
be on learning," stated Dr. Samuel Meyer, academic vice president.
Dr. Meyer co-ordinates the academic program of all divisions
of the University of the Pacific, including Raymond and Elbert Covell
Colleges, College of the Pacific, and the schools of engineering, phar
macy and dentistry. He is responsible for curriculum, procurement
of faculty, and budget for the academic program.

Among his other duties, Dr. Meyer represents the faculty at
the Board of Regents and assists
President Burns as a representa
University and what the admis
tive for the University.
sions requirements will be.
His specific duties include as
Consultation is another facet
signment of classrooms and offi
of his job, since he is responsible
ces, preparation of the class time
for faculty services. Objections
schedules, and compiling the
to either faculty or curriculum
catalog.
are taken to Dr. Meyer through
Working with the Student Per department heads and the Dean
sonnel Committee, Dr. Meyer of the College.
helps decide which prospective
ACADEMIC STANDING
According to Dr. Meyer, the
students will be admitted to the
emphasis on academics is steadily
growing. The scholastic poten
tial has risen sharply in the last
few years. Professors have noted
the better quality of present stu
dents over previous classes.
"The difference," commented
7
Dr. Meyer, "should be credited
to the greater efficiency of the
high schools. Students enter the
University better prepared to
take on the responsibility of a
college education."
QUALIFICATIONS CITED
After receiving his A.B. degree
from Central College in Missouri,
Dr. Meyer continued his educa
tion at Vanderbilt University,
where he earned his M.S., and
the University of Virginia, where
he was awarded his doctorate.
He served as a college pro
fessor of biology and botany at
the University of Tennessee and
Florida State College until 1958
when he became the Dean of the
College of Pacific.
During World War II, Dr.
Meyers worked with the Army
School of Malariology in the
Panama Canal Zone. He col
lected various plant specimens
unique to the area and was hon
2218 Pacific Avenue
ored for his work by having the
"Calymperes meyeri" named after
Free Delivery HO 6-3433
(Continued on Page 4)

ATTENTION GIRLS
- PERFUMES -

Pardon me if I sound as if the
executive position I've landed
deals with the whole future of
the world.

It does.
Certainly, there's no organization today conduct
ing more vital business than the business of the
United States Air Force. And very few organiza
tions that give a college graduate greater oppor
tunities for responsibility and growth.
As an Air Force officer, you'll be a leader on the
Aerospace Team—with good pay, a 30-day paid
vacation each year, educational opportunities.
How can you get started? For many, the best way
is through Air Force ROTC. But if you missed out
on AFROTC, or if there's no unit on your campus,
you can still apply for Air Force Officer Training
School. This three-month course leads to a com
mission as a second lieutenant in the United
States Air Force.
For more information about Air Force OTS, see
your local Air Force representative.

U.S. Air Force

'4711 Fragrances
Du Barry - Tussey
Max Factor
Revlon
Non-Allegric
Cosmetic Lines
Angelique
D'Orsay

Secret Of Venus
Antilope and others

RICE'S
AVENUE DRUGS
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Thirty-Six Regents Named
Title Holders of Pacific Property
Thirty-six Regents are the legally constituted holders of the title
to all the assets of the University of the Pacific—a group which
imeets three times annually—henceforth on the seventh floor
of
Burns Tower in the Board of Regents Room.
According to the California Education Code, a university may
have 30 trustees, unless it has amalgamated another into its struc
ture. UOP amalgamated Napa College and just recently the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, and
versity policy, building, expan
thus qualifies for the maximum
sion, education trends, and direct
number of 36 trustees.
matters. With the
Elected from all walks of life, ing financial
and all religious denominations, administration as employed rep
resentatives (having no vote on
to serve a three-year term, the
the Board), decisions are made
regents serve without pay be
cause, in the words of Robert E. by the Board of Regents and put
into operation at the student
Burns, President of UOP, "they
have the interests of Pacific at level by University administra
tors.
heart, and believe in young peo
Various committees of the
ple and in higher education."
Six of the trustees are selected
Board deal with specifics: invest
from the Southern Californiaments, finance,
budget, auditing,
Arizona Conference of the Me
insurance, endowments, honorary
thodist Church; the other 30 from
degrees, and student relations.
the California-Nevada Confer
The latter committe was set
ence. Even though the Metho
up because, according to Presi
dist Church in the 1920's relin dent Burns, "the Board felt the
quished all title to the physical
necessity to deal directly with
property of the University, the
the students to discover their
annual conference of the Church
needs. For example, students
must approve the appointment of
could present the need of a stu
the Regents.
dent union building to the com
Regents' terms of office are
mittee.
However, matters of
staggered so that 12 are elected
policy should be referred to the
each year. However, President
Board through the University
Burns points out that normally
president, though the B o a r d
a member is re-elected if no would not strictly refuse to hear
reason is given contrary to the a delegation."
appointment.
Besides giving time and effort
What concerns the Board of
to the University, the Board of
Regents? Generally, setting UniRegents has given its resources,
"well over several million dol
lars," said President Burns.

sEnSEsquire Theatre

Meyer . . .

pettier
—

I

(Continued from Page 3)
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O M E R IN
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RALPH NELSON'S
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SIDNEY POITIER
i
1963 Berlin
Film Festival

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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Also - BURT LANCASTER
"THE YOUNG SAVAGES"

GLUSKIN'S and
HALLMARK helps

him.
At the present time Dr. Meyer
is a member of the Advisory
Committee on High School Sci
ence for the State of California,
and of the Screening Panel of
Fulbright Lectures. He is also
a Fellow of the American Associ
ation for the Advancement of
Science and a member of Phi
Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi
Beta Kappa, and Sigma Psi.
Dr. Meyer compiled all of the
botanical articles for the Grolier
encyclopedias and has published
eighty-five articles in various sci
entific journals.

you plan your

Dr. Watson Weir Individual Conselling
To Speak Thursday Personality Problems, Vocational Aim
For Convocation Solved By UOP Consultant Staff
"Tomorrow's Student Today"
will be the topic discussed by Dr.
Watson D. Weir, the associate
director of the Inter-University
Committee on the Superior Stu
dent, at the convocation next
Thursday morning.
The loca
tion of the program has been
changed to Anderson Lecture
Hall instead of the auditorium,
as was originally planned.
Dr. Weir will speak on the edu
cational challenge to all students,
not just to honors students. He
will discuss the profits gained
from the intellectual growth occuring within the honors pro
gram and how it applies to stu
dents in general.
As associate director for the
I.C.S.S., Dr. Weir collects, co
ordinates, and publishes informa
tion on the success of honors
programs at colleges and univer
sities throughout the country.

Ed Majors Must Sign
For Student Teaching
Students who expect to do their
student teaching next semester
must sign up on Monday, No
vember 4, announced Dr. Lloyd
H. King and Dr. Carl D. Lang
this week.
Elementary education .majors
will meet in 106 Owens Hall at
11 a.m. on that date. Secondary
education majors must see Dr.
Lang in his office, 205 Owen Hall,
on the same day between 9 a.m.
and 12 noon.
Students who do not sign up
at the specifid times "cannot ex
pect" to do their student teach
ing during the Spring semester.

Dr. Payne Will Speak
To International Club
Ariane Furst, Chilean student
at UOP and newly elected presi
dent of the International Stu
dents Club, announced the second
evening meeting of that cLub for
Saturday, Oct. 26 at 7:30 in the
"Y". Dr. Walter Payne, pro
fessor of history at Elbert Covell
College, will be the guest speaker.
Also on the program will be a
group which will sing folksongs

Mrs. Beth Mason and a staff of consultants are operating
personal counselling service for those who feel a need for it.
office, located in 111 Owen Hall, is open from 10 a.m. until 2 p,„
daily.
"We offer students a chance to come in and get a mental healt
evaluation—personality evaluation, if you wish." stated Mrs. Maso;
Students concerned with seeking guidance for problems tnj
phone or go into the office to
make appointments. Personality
and aptitude tests are the first
step in the counselling process.
The actual counselling is the
Approved by more than t(
next step and is designed to help
majority
required, the new Ass
the student achieve the desired
adjustment. The problems en ciated Women Student's constit
countered during counselling tion will take effect before Ft
ruary of 1964, according to Si
range from emotional ones to
Wigh, election chairman.
problems concerning boy or girl
Total votes cast amounted
friends. Occasionally a student
695, with the majority needt
needs to be referred to a psy
458 votes. 548 girls approved i
chiatrist to get an independent
constitution, while 147 cast neg
evaluation of his problem.
tive votes against it.
Service Available
The constitution made sevet
A consultant service is also
available. A student may call changes, among them the methi
for filling vacancies in the offi
for advice on dorm problems; a
of President, First Vice Pre
counselor or dorm mother may
dent, and Second Vice Presidet
wish to know the best way to
From now on, the AWS Boa:
handle a specific situation; a pro
will decide if there shall be
fessor may inquire how to moti
vate a bright student who is not special election of the Assoc
tion, or an appointment by t!
working up to capacity.
Executive Board to fill
the t
Mrs. Mason said that an im
cancies.
portant fact for students to know
A successor to Claudia Olsa
is that everything is strictly con
former AWS President who i
fidential.
No one, not even par
ents, may know about the coun signed a few weeks ago, can ni
be chosen.
selling without the student's per-

AWS Pass Constitutior
Effective This Semeste

mission.
The desired result of indivi
dual counselling is not merely
the solving of an immediate prob
lem, said Mrs. Mason. The hope
is that the student will acquire
the wherewithal to cope with any
further problems that should de
velop. Any student requesting
help is not given a specific an
swer to his problem. Instead he
is given an understanding of him
self and the situation so that he
can arrive at his own conclu-

The Off-Campus Women's/
sociation held its executive me
ing on Thursday, Oct. 24. Futt
activities and new facilities w
the main points of the discussii
All off-campus women are :
vited to become members and
use the available facilities: stu
room, lounge, and lunch area
3rd floor
of North Hall, abc
the Speech Dept.

Pinnings and Engagements
Kathy Maybrey, Delta Gamma
to Gary Brink, Delta Upsilon.
LaDean Dalke, Gamma Phi
Beta to Phil Talcott, South Hall.
Pam Schoonover, Kappa Alpha
Theta to Steve Wishney.
Jan Harvey, Delta Gamma to

Concourse pacesetters—trim smartness
with new Lowered front pockets (only one
on hip) and tab front waist band.

HALLOWEEN PARTY

Off-Campus Women
Plan Future Activities

Truman Gates, Delta Upsilon

PINNINGS

Jan Wills, Delta Delta Delta
Jack Hill, Delta Upsilon.
Sharon Hoyle, Quad H
Chris Carr, Pacific graduate I
member of Phi Kappa Tau.

Racers

T.M.

Spooky decorations
* Center Pieces
Napkins
* Cups
Plates
* Coasters
* Etc. . . .
AT YOUR FAVORITE
SOFT GOODS EMPORIUM

REVERSE TWIST—
55%Acri/an,
38% Rayon, 7% Acetate.
Wrinkle resistant. Automatic
wash and wear. $5.98

2105 Pacific Avenue
MEN'S CLOTHIER

Phone HO 4-7669
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Reverend Washer "Church All Shook Up"
By DAVID FREDERICKSON

able from the rest of the world."

It was a large and attentive
crowd of students that gathered
for Pacific's weekly chapel serv
ice on Tuesday morning, October
j5; and before the service was
over that crowd, had been quietly,
yet forcefully, challenged by the
speaker of the day, Rev. Robert
Washer, pastor of the Garden
Grove Methodist Church in
Garden Grove, California.

The effects of this lack of in
fluence are apparent throughout
our society, according to Wash
er. In his opinion the absence of
church inspired influence has led
to "a society without moral auth
ority." In making this charge he
referred to an article on United
States morals which appeared
recently in "Look Magazine" as
their feature story of the week.
He pointed out that the article
leaves the impression that "our
society is so mixed up and con
fused on moral issues that no
one seems to know direction."

After indicting the modern
church with irresponsibility and
pointing to these areas of social
concern in which religion has not
played its part as a moral force,
Washer proceeded to classify the
problems which are most urgent
in our world today. He listed
three major areas of vital import
ance; (1) moral decline, (2) rac
ial discrimination, and (3) nu
clear warfare.

He further contended that
"money has become the god of
many and the 'root of all hap
piness is money'." The means
of procuring money is, in Wash
er's opinion, "inconsequential to
many individuals who view cor

The solutions to these prob
lems, according to his point of
view, must be provided by one
of three main forces which exist
in every society. The three forces
are: (1) violent force, the force
of revolution and chaotic up

What was the challenge issued
by the mild mannered, soft
spoken man, who came in re
sponse to Alpha Kappa Lambda's
invitation? It was a challenge to
commitment and it was directed
at those students who would be
willing to "make a sacrificial com
mittment to the mission of the
Christian faith." Rev. Washer
called for students to have the
courage to make a committment
that "would be centered in the
cross of Christ."
This challenge came as the cli
max to a message which subjected
the modern church and its mem
bers to sharp and critical analy
sis. The title of the sermon was
"All Shook Up," and that is a
good summary of the modern
church as Washer described it.
He began with the statement
that "The church today is 'all
shook up' by the forces of
modern society. Church attendence has never been higher and
yet church influence has never
been more lackadaisical." The
reason for this situation, he
stated, "is the fact that today's
churches are so 'watered down'
that Christians are indistinguish-

Mademoiselle Magazine
Sponsors Four Contests
For College Women
Mademoiselle, a national wo
men's magazine, is sponsoring
four annual contests open to col
lege women. Interested girls may
enter the College Board Compe
tition, the Art Contest, the Col
lege Fiction Contest, or the
Poetry Competition, competing
with women from colleges all
over the United States.
Undergraduate women can
qualify for College Board membership by submitting an entry
that shows ability in writing, art,
fashion, advertising, or promo
tion. On the basis of a second
entry, twenty Guest Editors are
chosen to come to the New York
offices of the magazine, round
ttip transportation paid, to spend
a salaried month of June help"fg edit the August College issue
°f Mademoiselle. The Editors
spend an exciting month in New
°rk attending the theatre and
various parties, in addition to
1 eit
on-the-job duties.
Two
years ago Judy Hanshue, a
graduate of UOP, was selected to
e Editor-in-Chief of the College
ooard.
In the College Fiction and Art
on tests the two winners of the
ct'°n competition win $500 and
Publication in Mademoiselle. The
w° art winners illustrate the winfInS stories and are paid $500
0r their work.
., '11 the Poetry Competition, new
» y^r, two prizes of $100 each
w'l| ^ awarded and the work
1
appear in the August addi'°n of the magazine.

ruption in government, by big
business, and labor as ordinary
practice and therefore experience
no pangs of conscience or desire
to change the picture."

heaval, (2) static force, the force
opposed to any change, and (3)
creative force, the force of wise
planning and co-operative effort.
To this latter force he assigned
the church.
To be effective,
Washer contended, the church
must take an active role in the
leadership of this creative force.
"Time is up for narrow nation
alism. Time is up for unrestricted
militarism. Time is up for racial
discrimination. Therefore," pro
claimed Washer, "the church has
a mission. However, to fulfill
this mission of our time, the
church must shake off the bonds
of complacency which bind it. It
must not be a 'spiritual aspirin or
a rest home for the weary' but
on the contrary it must become
a 'launching platform' from
which man can thrust out into
the search for a solution to his
urgent problems."
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UOP Class Rings
Have New Design
Official Pacific class rings have
been unveiled, revealing a new
design and an oval bezel as the
central feature, announced Howie
Campbell, Senior Class president.
Manufactured by the L. B.
Balfour Company of Attleboro,
Massachusetts, the modern-look
ing ring has the university seal,
and the conservatory and Pacific
mascot incorporated on it.
Juniors as well as class mem
bers may get information on or
dering rings by contacting Karen
Randall at Kappa Alpha Theta,
or by stopping by the PSA office
Tuesdays and Wednesdays from
1-2 p.m.
Selective Service Students are
required to be enrolled in 15 se
mester units that are acceptable
toward their Baccalaureate De
gree, reports registrar Ellen L.
Deering.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: KEN PARKER
Ken went on to bigger and more complicated communi
cations in the special services group. On a subsequent as
signment he was responsible for the transmission design
of many intercity and interstate services. His decisions
were far-reaching and affected many customers.

When Ken Parker (B.S.E.E., 1961) joined Pacific North
west Bell he became part of a special services engineering
group in the Seattle office. Here was an opportunity for
him to learn about the unique services of telephony.
With learning comes responsibility, and Ken was given
his share right from the start. He was accountable for the
transmission design of all loudspeaker services. Often, he
was teamed with a marketing salesman, who would call on
him to recommend the right system while with a customer.

Ken Parker, like many young engineers, is impatient
to make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.
Jit-

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

I

Writing Contest:
Prizes For Plays

Maxine Korn, Juan Copello

Covell Integration-Very Smooth
Say Maxine Korn, Juan Copello
This week's personalities hail from Pacific's latest cluster college,
Covell. She is Maxine Korn, president of Casa G, the Elbert Covell
College women's living group, and he is Juan Copello, president
of the students.
Maxine is a sophomore from Pasadena, California and this is
her second year at Pacific. She says she decided to enter Elbert
Covell College because of her major which is Inter-American rela
tions and Spanish. Of her new
way of life she says, "This has and then a student of Elbert Co
vell College, much like those in
been o ie of the most fantastic
experiences of my life. I ve the schools of Pharmacy or En
learned more in five weeks than gineering."
His over-all impression of the
I did in five years of Spanish.
United States way of life is that
It's simply a matter of living and
"life as a whole moves much
working with the people."
more rapidly than in L a t i n
Maxine also feels that the stu
dents of Elbert Covell College America."
have smoothly integrated them
selves into UOP life. This has
come about not only because of
the Latin students' desire to make
friends, but also because of the
friendly attitude of the UOP and
Raymond students. Another good
reason for this smooth integra
tion is the fact that the classes
are held within the regular build
ings, not separately.
The only difference I see,"
Maxine said, "is that we hold
our classes in Spanish."
Juan is a business major from
Buenos Aires, Argentina. When
asked the traditional "Why did
you come to America and
UOP?", he replied, "I wanted
to study in the United States and
my English was not very good.
Thus I came to UOP where I
could study in Spanish and im
prove my English. I also like
travel and this seemed a good
opportunity."
Juan says that student life is
much different in his country.
The students go to the univer
sity to study and there is abso
lutely no campus life as we have
here. He also said that he thinks
the system here is better because
it integrates the student with
others.
Juan, like Maxine, feels that
there is very little separation be
tween the Elbert Covell College
student and those of UOP. "I
consider myself first a student
of the University of the Pacific

CORE Meeting ...
(Continued from Page One)
manager of the plant stated that
"he had no discriminatory hir
ing practice," yet he has hired no
Negroes.
Also involving hiring, CORE
will present a demand for a
Mayor's Civil Rights Commission
to "investigate the areas where
the greatest need is at the present
time and to continue to work un
til we have an integrated society
on all levels."
President of the NAACP, A1
Bonner, Western Regional Field
Secretary for CORE, Chet Dun
can, and President of the Minis
terial Alliance, Rev. M. L. Paskell will also appear at the meet
ing.

First prize of $250, and a
televised production are the
awards offered in the University
of Redlands' "Playwriting Con
test for Stage and Television."
Open to any interested writers,
the contest is "to encourage both
professional and amateur play
wrights to lift the level of theatre
and television in America by in
vesting their creative efforts in
writing plays that deal with the
greatness, goodness and nobility
of man, and with a courageous,
compassionate approach to the
provocative issues in this cen
tury," as stated in a University
brochure.
Plays must be between 30 and
45 minutes in length and easy to
stage. From the plays submitted,
judges will select three to be
staged in the University of Redlands Little Theatre; final judg
ment will be made on this per
formance in late February.
Second prize of $100, and
third prize of $50 will also be
offered.
Deadline for the contest is
December 1, 1963.
Contest rules are available
from Albert Johnson, Drama
Department, University of Redlands, Redlands, California.

Christian Scientist
Speaks On Healing

How to apply God's healing
power to solve problems of every
day living will be the topic of a
public lecture to be given here
October 30 by Paul Stark Seeley
of Portland, Oregon.
Mr. Seeley, a member of The
Christian Science Board of Lec
tureship, will speak in Anderson
Lecture Hall under the auspices
of the Christian Science Organi
zation of the University of the
Pacific. His subject will be "The
Origin and Power of Thought."
The lecture is free, and campus
members have invited the public
to attend.
Mr. Seeley has been prominent
in the Christian Science move
ment for many years. He has
served as Associate Editor of the
Christian Science religious peri
odicals, and as President of The
Mother Church, The First
Church of Christ, Scientist, in
Boston, Massachusetts. He has
lectured to audiences throughout
the world.
A member of the Bar in New
York and Oregon, he is a gradu
ate of Harvard Law School and
Princeton University.
Prior to
devoting his full time to the prac
tice of Christian Science, he was
associated with an engineering
firm in the Northwest.

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals-

I

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

*0Llg $0Y£ fcgALLY SHOVV UP

Student Union ...
(Continued from Page One)
a Student Union were to be built,
it wouldn't have a coffee shop,
a barber shop, or a bookstore
in it, because these already exist
on campus."
The main problem seems to be
the lack of finances. Presently,
$10,000 per year goes to the Stu
dent Union Fund, with each stu
dent paying $5 out of his Pacific
Student Association membership.
Faculty donations imake up a
part of the fund, the PSA holds
some bonds, and extra money
from the PSA is channeled into
the fund.
"The PSA is gradually ac
cumulating the money to build
a Student Union or to remodel
another building, but adjustments
must be met." Dean Betz ex
plained that the tenures may be
bought out on the End Zone
and barbershoo.

1 BUSINESS MACHINES

Phone HO 5-5881
114 N. California St.

SPECIAL:
SWEATERS
For Limited Time Only

Qlo-

CLEANERS

6045 Pacific Ave.
GR 7-0718

Remember Girls—
you do look better
in a Glo cleaned
sweater.

Magnificent Artcarved originals... the
"haute couture" of the diamond ring world! Calcu
lated to exploit all the diamond's brilliance,
they're decades ahead in fashion.
Do see them soon!

Rent to try—will apply If you buy
Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
Easy "PENNIES A DAP" plan

)an

OH

A. TROPIC STAR SET
Engagement Ring ....$200.00 Bride'. Circlet ...$25.00
B. MESA STAR SET
Engagement Ring ....$275.00 Bride's Circlet ... $42.50
Rings enlarged to show detail.

Nationally
advertised
in
SEVENTEEN,
BRIDE'S
and other
fine magazines.

BORELLI JEWELERS
DIAMONDS - WATCHES - JEWELRY
2034 Pacific Avenue — HOward 2-2443
_ Authorized -AftCarVed

Jeweler
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Pacific Sports

Vandals Break Loose On Tigerville
As Idaho Downs Pacific 64-6

MAC'S FACTS
WHAT

by NANCY MacALLISTER
ABOUT LAST WEEK'S GAME?

been beseiged ever since last Sunday with the question,
"Well, what will you say about this game?" The answer?—nothing.
I could spout off about what I thought was the problem, but who
And who are the "armchair quarterbacks" who think they
am I?
know so much?
We all have our own particular scapegoats, myself included.
But, rather than blame someone, thereby making them mad and
possibly losing their desire to do well, why not chalk it up to ex
perience and hope for better luck next time? Hanging Rhode in
effigy or refusing to support the teaim doesn't make them try harder
t0 win. If you must complain, wait until the end of the season. Then
we can all let loose when there's no danger of causing harm to the
I's

team.
EXPLANATION FOR MASON'S LETTER
Apparently some people have gotten the "wrong" impression
from Dr. Mason's letter which was printed here two weeks ago.
Perhaps I can explain—or at least try.
The idea of an intellectual approach to football is not to stop
cheering for the team and just watch the game. Rather, it is Dr.
Mason's thought that if the students were to understand the game,
know the type of plays that are run and whether or not they are
being properly executed, the cheering would not be just for a touch
down or a long run or pass, but for the efficient functioning of the
team.
An intellectual appreciation of the effort put forth by each
member of the team is what Dr. Mason is ascribing to. And to
reach this end it has been suggested that game films
be shown to
interested student body with an explanation of what is happening.
Each week the players see the films
of the game they have just
played. The film
is stopped, backed up and replayed to show par
ticular points of interest. The same sort of procedure could be in
valuable to the students if they were interested.
If this can be arranged and the coaches are willing to give up
their time to help, would you be willing to participate? If so, vocal
ize your interest—to me, to the coaches or to Dr. Mason. We can't
do it unless there are enough interested students to make it worth
while.
t/i

Destry Rides Again
Oct. 25; Anderson "Y /#

in

MORADIAN'S
MEN'S SHOP

1939 Country Club Blvd.
Phone 466-2103

"James Stewart fans will love
this satire on the Old West," says
Norman Gustaveson, director of
Anderson "Y" of "Destry Rides
Again," which will be shown Fri
day, Oct. 25 at 3:30 and 7:30
p.m. at the top of the "Y."
The placid, lanky sheriff
(James Stewart) tries in vain to
reform a corrupt town without
the use of his "shootin' iron,"
while Frenchy (Marlene Diet
rich) sings "See What the Boys
in the Back Room Will Have.''

U.O.P. SPECIAL - THIS WEEK ONLY
(

when you buy a large size or giant size
pizza you will receive an individual

PIZZA FREE with student body card
6264 PACIFIC AVENUE
477-6141 FOR FREE DELIVERIES

football program in the potato state.
The Vandals scored most of their 64 points by going to the air and invading Pacific's almost nonexistant pass defense. Idaho quarterback, Gary Mires, who is a fourth unit quarterback, hit 11 passes
in the first
half which accounted
_
t*
^or ^ve touchdowns. Although

Team Spirited As Season Starts
Eight Returning Lettermen
JL,uad
-

_

_

score as every man on the Van-

"Team spirit is 100 per cent higher than last year," according
to senior basketball letterman Dave Balsley. "We are all confident
of a greatly improved season. Coach Edwards' enthusiasm and
rigorous coaching will show up on the scoreboards with more wins
than have been posted for several years."
Edwards, fresh from a 22-2 season, a Metropolitan League Title
and Camellia City Tournament Championship, from El Camino
High of Sacramento, is "going
to give the team a solid foundaPacific's basketball season of
two weeks" said Balsley. Eight
ficially
begins December 2 against
returning lettefimen are expected
California State College in Ala
to give the tea ma solid founda
meda, formerly Alameda State.
tion on which to build. "We
Men on the squad to date are:
have a lot of good ballplayers,"
Senior
6-6
Middleton*
C
said Edwards. "We might not
Senior
Wilson*
6-6
F
have any real outstanding stars,
Senior
Strambler*
6-2)4 F
but we should have a real good Jim Scheel*
6-3 G-F Senior
team."
John Scheel
6-3 G-F Junior
Bill Wilson, a six-foot, six-inch
forward, led the team in scoring
last year and is expected to figure
in prominently again this year.
According to Edwards, "we
should have a pretty balanced
scoring this year with all of the
players capable of doing well in
the scoring columns."

F
Ealy
6-3
G
Schalow*
5-9
G
Balsley*
6-1
6-21/2 G
Davey*
6-1
G
Jacobs
Severns
6-0
G
Shelly
G
6-0
McAdams
6-2
G
"•'Returning Lettermen

Soph.
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Senior
Junior
Soph.

WRA Swimmers Take 2nd At Chico;
Parker Breaks Two Pool Records
A swim meet held at Chico State last Saturday resulted in a
second place rating for UOP girls and the breaking of two pool
records. University of California at Davis took first place in the meet.
First place in the medley relay (100 yards) was won by Margie
Bowles, Pam Barnett, Frances Gardner and Meejee Parker. Other
firsts were won by Meejee Parker in the 100 yard freestyle and the
50-yard freestyle. Second places
I — i .
•
were taken by Mary Hellman in
the 25-yard fly,
Margie Bowles

Quad E Intramural
C—.—,iL,_.|| I
I—
roofball Leader in
American League

STRAW HAT
1

"Vandalism" really perpetrated the Tigers of the University of the Pacific last Saturday afternoon
at Moscow, Idaho, as the Bengals were trounced 64-6. It was homecoming for the University of Idaho,
and the Vandals really made a go of the occasion waccurately described the play of the two teams, an
ith 12,000 cheering fans wanting more. The scored marked the turn that each ball club will take for
the rest of the season.
The win marked the first
victory for Idaho over Pacific in their eight meetings. The Tigers had
previously held Idaho to only a total of 36 points in the 10 years of play. Last Saturday, the Vandals
scored 36 points in the first
half of play. The win also indicated a rise in Idaho Coach Dee Andros's

in the 25-yard back stroke, Mary
Hellman in diving and Gini Mc-

Kee, Sherry Oliver, Issey Bar
bour and Mary Hellman in the
So far undefeated, Quad E is
100-yard freestyle relay,
in first
place in the American
Pam Barnett took third place
League of the Intramural Footin the 25-yard breast stroke,
ball schedule.
Frances Gardner in the 25-yard
With one
remaining game fly,
Gini McKee in the 50-yard
against Phi Sigma Kappa, Quad
back stroke and Margie Bowles
E footballers are looking forward
in the 50-yard breast stroke. Gini
to
the
league
championship.
McKee also took a fourth in the
Teams they have defeated are
individual medley.
Phi Delta Chi, 13-0; Raymond
Meejee Parker broke two pool
College, 12-0; and Quad F, 30-0.
records; one in the 100-yard free
style and the other in the 50-yard
freestyle.
LETtER TO THE EDI i OR
Other schools that entered the
(Continued from Page 2)
books and fraternity songs we
felt the language in our skit was
comparable. This was a drastic
mistake for such a conservative
campus as Pacific.
Bob Huber

meet were University of Nevada,
Sacramento State, Sacramento
City College, Chico State and
UC Davis.
November 2 is the date of the
next swimming meet to be held
at Davis.

aw c°™ide"b,a

The second half was marked
by a fine ground game on Idaho's
part. By the time the line and
containing unit of the Tiger de
fense had cleared the field
of
blockers, there was no one around
to make the tackle. After a
while, the containing defense
couldn't stop the lumbering backs
that smashed through the Bengal
wall.
It was the third largest score
for the Vandals in their 71 year
football history. For Pacific the
58 point margin was the sixth
largest ever scored against them.
The Tigers are now 0 and 3 as
they enter into Utah next week
to do battle with Utah State at
Logan.
Injuries Add To Disaster
The humiliating disaster suf
fered by the Tigers was even
worse when quarterback Ernie
Zermeno suffered a shoulder
separation in the first
half. He
underwent surgery last Sunday
and is out for the season. Full
back Smiley Verduzco also will
miss action for a while. Verduzco
suffered a sprained knee and will
begin to work out next week.
With a couple of halfbacks
on the injured list, the Tigers
have tried a new offensive for
mation, and it looked good last
week. It is designed mainly for
the element of surprise and to
spread out a passing attack. As
an example of its success, the
Tigers completed 20 out of 33
passes for 153 yards. The me
thod of short quick passes had
the Vandals on their toes all day
long. However, Pacific's running
game held them to a low score
with the Tigers only gaining 59
yards on the ground. In the
first
half, they had minus six
yards for their efforts.
Bright Spots Indicate Future
There were a few bright spots
that show promise for the future.
The new attack worked w e l l
enough to allow some young
Tigers to take command. Half
back Ron Burns completed seven
passes from Quarterback Don
Stagnaro in the second half for
49 yards. Oddly enough, the pas
ses were all thrown in the same
area. Burns also turned in a fair
performance on defense showing
much improvement since
the
West Texas State game.

SOCCER

MINOTAUR
1019 N. Wilson Way

COFFEE

HOUSE
Phone HO 3-0098

Elbert Covell College will play
the Stockton pro-team "Pumas"
Sunday at 12: p.m. on the Stock
ton College field.
All students
are invited.

1

" • '
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(Continued from Page One)
OBLIGATION EXPLAINED
"The PSA fee is an activity
fee, not membership dues. The
payment of this fee is not volun
tary, but is 100% participation
enforced by the university. As
a result of this full sponsorship
by the PSA, a contract agree
ment of financial
support has
been reached for certain events.
Athletics is one such item," ex
plained Dean Betz.
An alternate plan was proposed
to withold $4875 from the forensics budget and $800, which
is not included in the contract,
from the athletics budget until
a decision can be made by the
Executive Council.

Photo by Sven Pretorious

Julianne Zietan, a sophomore education major, has been elected
AKL Cannonette for the fall semester. Julie rode in the Homecoming
parade representing AKL and will act as hostess at all AKL functions
this semester. Living in Covell, Julie hopes to do speech therapy
work after graduation.

Forensics is to the academic
phase of the school as football
is to the athletic phase," stated
Senator Wolfe. "Personally, I
believe both debate and football
are indispensable aspects of the
Pacific experience. I heartily
support both programs. How
ever, the financial
inconsistency,
in my opinion, tends to take ad
vantage of the Pacific students
and their association."
Excluding athletics and for
ensics, the overall PSA budget,
which has been increased 14 per
cent over last year, was unani
mously approved.

Friday, Oct. 25
IFC Preference Day
"Y" Film — "Destry Rides
Again"
Saturday, Oct. 26
Football — Utah State at Lo
gan
Covell Hall Dorm Movies —
8 p.m.
Freshman Class costume dance
8 - 12:30 p.m.
Phi Kappa Tau Belle Function
2:30 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 27
Alpha Chi Omega House
mother's Tea — 2-4 p.m.
Gamma Phi Beta Retreat —
1:30 p.m.
Encounter supper and discus
sion — 5:30 — Top of "Y"
Monday, Oct. 28
Beginning of fraternity pledg
ing
Delta Week
Studio Theater — "Waiting
For Godot"
Tuesday, Oct. 29
Chapel — 11 a.m.
Newman Club — 11 a.m.
Graduate Recital — Paul Switzer — 8:15 p.m.
Delta Week
Wednesday, Oct. 30
Christian Science lecture —
Paul Seeley — 4 p.m.
Raymond College — Rev. C.
E. Crowther — 7:45 p.m.
Delta Week

Studio Theater — "Waiting
For Godot"
Thursday, Oct. 31
Convocation — "The Superiot
Student" — Dr. Weir 11 a.m.
Delta Week
Covell Hall Hallowe'en Dance 8-12:45 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 1
Rally — Conservatory — ?
p.m.
"Y" Film — "The Idiot"
3:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Theta — 9-12
p.m.
Werner
House
Hallowe'en
Dance — 8-12:45 p.m.
Delta Week

"That Touch Of Mink;"
Covell Movie Series
Covell girls only will see "That
Touch of Mink" Saturday, Octo
ber 26 at 8 p.m. in the privacy
of their dorm. Charlotte Max.;
well, president of Covell, says,
"We don't want to compete wit!
the "Y" film series, but just want
to provide an entertaining study
break once a month for those
Saturday night studiers."
A 25c donation will entitle all
girls to free refreshments. Cut
offs and sweatshirts are welcome.

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
2nd ANNUAL RECORD SALE
- AND -

BOOK SALE
EXTENDED BY POPULAR DEMAND
Slang: Today and Yesterday. By Eric Partridge.
A history of slang from its origins to the pres
ent: American, Cockney, law, medical, military,
rhyming and Spoonerisms, elaborate and original
vocabularies; a reference work that is highly
useful and entertaining. Pub. at $8.00. Only $3.95.

The Word's Great Chess Games. By Reuben
Fine. The first detailed presentation by a Grand
Master of the world's most brilliant chess games.
The author has selected the most interesting ex
amples of play and strategy, attack and defense.
For beginner and expert alike. Pub. at $4.00.
Only $1.98.

A Dictionary of the Underworld: American and
British. By Eric Partridge. A fascinating and
unique study of the language of the underworld
and near-underworld of convicts, racketeers,
spivs, beggars, tramps, crooks, the commercial
underworld; white slave, drug, etc.
Pub. at
$12.75.
Only. $5.95.

Great American Automobiles. By John Bently.
Nearly 100 illustrations. America's greatest cars
and their achievements in competition. Antique,
classic and sports car lovers will enjoy the fas
cinating details and the rare photographs.
Orig. Pub. at $7.50.
Only $2.98.

Esar's Comic Dictionary. By Evan Esar. Com
pletely revised enlarged edition, known as "The
Laughing Webster" full of funny definitions,
quips, epigrams, puns, gags, comic proverbs, etc.
in alphabetic arrangement. Ready reference of
nearly 10,000 entries for speakers, writers. Orig.
Pub. at $4.95.
Only $1.98.
Dictionary of Humorous Quotations. By Evan
Thousands of choice witticisms in alphabetical
arrangement culled from 2,000 years of choice
sayings from Socrates to the present. Orig. Pub.
at $4.95.
Only $1.98.
Thesaurus of Book Digests. Edited by Hiram
Haydn and Edmund Fuller. 2000 digests of the
world's permanent writings from the ancient
classics to current literature. Orig. Pub. at $5.00
Only $2.98.
The Humor of Humor. By Evan Esar. The art,
science and history of comedy with a treasury
of wit, jokes, anecdotes, thesaurus of jocular
terms, etc. A gag file for writers, toastmasters,
comedians, etc. Orig. Pub. at $4.95. Only $1.98
Composers On Music: From Palestrian to Cop
land. Ed. by Sam Morgenstern. A comprehensive
anthology of writings by composers on the art
of music. Berlioz, Schubert, Debussy, Mozart,
Rossini, and 85 others are represented in 584
pages of essays, diaries, letters, conversations,
and books.
Pub. at $7.50.
Only $3.49.
The 20 Minute Cook Book. By Michael Reise.
Over 500 original discriminating tested recipes
for fish, fowl, meats, soups, salads, sauces, breads
desserts made in 20 minutes or less for busy
people who like to eat at home. Orig. Pub. at
peopli
Only $1.49.
Masters of Photography. Ed. by Beaumont &
Nancy
ancy Newhall. More than 150 superb
,_
photographs chosen for their value as works of art
with biographies, critical analyses of such mas
ters as Ansel Adams, Cartier-Bresson, Steichen,
Stieglitz, Weston, Walker, Evans, Paul Strand
and others. Size 10 x 11%. Orig. Pub. at $12.50.
Only $4.95.

Sports and Classic Cars. By Griffith Borgeson & Eugent Jaderquist. More than 70 Ameri
can and foreign cars with their complete his
tories and characteristics of design and per
formance; more than 100 photos in color and
black and white.
Pub. at $12.50
Only $4.95.
World's Greatest Music. Sviatoslav Richter,
David Oistrakh, Emil Gilels, other top artists
perform 16 of the most melodic and popular
works of Mozart, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky,
Mendelssohn, etc. All selections are complete.
Ten 12 in, Long-Playing, Hi-Fi records in
handsome gift box.
Val $49.50. 10-record
Set Complete Only $9.95.
The New Edition of the Encyclopedia of Jazz.
By Leonard Feather. Completely revised, en
larged and brought up to date. Over 2000
biographies, over 200 photographs with biblio
graphy, critics, social aspects, jazz overseas,
booking agencies, organizations, techniques of
play, records, etc.
Orig. Pub. at $15.00
Only
$4.95.
Treasury of Foreign Cars: Old and New.
By Floyd Clymer. A 'large handsome album
ips of pleasure, racing
of over 500
and sports cars from 1834 to the present day.
8%" x 11".
Orig. Pub. at $7.50.
Only $2.98.
Poetica Erotica: A Collection of Rare and
Curious Amatory Verse. Ed. by T. R. Smith.
The famous collection of 650 amatory poems
and ballads—lovely, charming, passionate and
ribald taken unexpurgated from best avail
able translations, privately-printed editions and
rare volumes.
Pub. at $7.50.
Only $3.95.
Cats, Cats, Cats. By John R. Gilbert. Over
300 illus., 36 in color. Complete book on cats
covering every aspect from ancient times to
the present—the fantasy and folklore, fads
and fancies, facts and figures—full of infor
mation and wonderful photograhps.
Pub at
$10.00.
Only $2.98.
High Iron. A Book of Trains. By Lucius
Beebe. The magnifcence of steam and steel
in 200 of the finest shots of railroading from
the Antelope in 1848 to the Super Chief, with
a glossary of railroad terms, usage and slang.
Orig. Pub. at $6.00.
Only $2.98.

Primitive Art. By Erwin O. Christense*
Curator of Decorative Arts, National Gall#of Art. Over 400 illus., 32 in full color in till
mammouth (9% x 11) volume containing
world-wide collection of early painting, sculp
ture, crafts, ancestral figures, pottery, teJ
Highball: A Pageant of Trains. By Lucius tiles, jewelry, masks, etc. of many tribes
A. Beebe. A genuine collector's item, featur cultures.
Orig. Pub. at $15.00.
Only $6-^
ing more than 190 superb photographs in a
magnificent volume of illustrations and text.
A Pictorial History of the American Indi^J
Orig. Pub. at $6.00.
Only $2.98.
By Oliver La Farge With 350 illustrations »
History of Classic Jazz: Collector's Item. many full color plates. The foremost author^
Panoramic view of traditional jazz featuring on the American Indian relates their stof
all the great names including Armstrong, Mor from the time of the arrival of the first w#
ton, Oliver, Beiderbecke, Waller, others. Over
60 complete selections on 5 12" LP records men to the present in a handsome 9% x J*plus illus. book. Handsomely gift boxed. 442 volume full of rare and fascinating picture
pages.
Pub. at $5.00.
Only $2.49.
Orig. Pub. at $7.50.
Only $3.95.
Personality of the Cat. Ed. by Brandt AyA pictorial History of Jazz. By Keepne^
mar. A fascinating collection of stories and
pictures about the independent cat, loyal cat, & Grauer. 625 rare and vivid photograhps w'J
brave cat, crazy cat, etc., by many outstanding lively text make this a fascinating history
authors. More than 40 photos and drawings the people, places, music and styles of xP;
including a gallery of cat breeds.
Orig. Pub. from New Orleans to Modern Jazz. 8y2
Orig. Pub. at $5.95.
Only $2.98.
at $4.95.
Only $1.98.

Mark Twain Himself. In Words and Pictures.
By Milton Meltzer. A huge pictorial biography
with more than 600 photograhps and drawings
covering his entire career as: printer, pilot,
soldier, miner, reporter, editor, humorist and
publisher.
Orig. Pub. at $10.00.
Only $3.95.

